PIGASUS INSTITUTE, INC presents:

PROJECT PIGASUS

COMPETITION GUIDELINES

SUBMIT THESE 3 ITEMS:

● a screenplay, 12 pages or less
● a one page description of the vision of your movie (themes, locations, general ideas, etc)
● a brief video introduction about you

Parameters: Screenplays Should...

● Be less than 12 pages
● Be properly formatted (just Google it)
● Be capable of filming in your town
● Be practical (i.e. no visual effects)
● Not include nudity or otherwise explicit material
● Not display extreme violence

Tips from Pegasus

Consider the following:

● BE PRACTICAL: Use locations that are easily accessible and easy to secure. Keep the number of different locations low, the more time we spend moving around, the less time we spend filming.
● AVOID THE UNPREDICTABLE: Elements like rain, fire, animals, young kids, etc. are hard to control or dangerous
● THINK BUDGET: The production budget will be modest, keep that in mind. Avoid copyrighted material.